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HarperCollins Publishers, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. `Pleasingly kitsch - Sylist.co.uk`Some of the most iconic swoon- and embrace-
filled covers of the last 100 years. TELEGRAPH magazineLove puts life in technicolour.Mills Boon (R)
have been at the heart of romance since 1908.and while the fashions may have changed since then,
one thing remains the same.From pulse-pounding passion to the gentlest caress, and exotic deserts
to elegant boudoirs, we ve always known how to bring romance alive. And, for over one hundred
years, we ve been the experts in escapism.Now, we re delighted to present you with these irresistible
illustrations, inspired by the vintage glamour of our covers. So indulge your wildest dreams and
unleash your imagination as we present the most iconic Mills Boon (R) moments of the last century.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is indeed gripping and interesting. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period. Its been written in an extremely easy way and is particularly
merely soon after i finished reading this book through which in fact changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Aisha  Lem ke-- Aisha  Lem ke

An incredibly wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid explanations. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tom a s Fla tley-- Tom a s Fla tley
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